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SPOTLIGHT

SPORTS ·

No clowning--the Quadts
going to be a real circus.

Spring has sprung. Check out
the spring sports preview.

.
Can see the light? WSU wins
1000 points of light award.
See page 2

See pages 8 & 9.

See page 11
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Soldiers in Kuwiat
Iraqi forces till control a small part
of Kuwaiti tem tory. said a Kuwaiti tank
commander.
bout 300 Iraqi soldiers
remain in a 2-square-mile area just south
ofthe Iraqi port ofUm Qasr, Capt. Nasser
Duwaila said. "Kuwait snot free if there
is one Iraqi soldier on our land... he de
clared. Allied units apparently ·Nere un
certain abo ut the border when they
moved in.

Mistre tme

ends

prince to p i th
estinians hash lped
ten ion in the
emirate, say Palesunian busin man
Adel Ri heq. Treaunent of Pale tinian
h improv • said Ri heq. leader of a
Palestinian d cgation that has discu d
the problem with Crown Prince Saad
Sa bah.

Sea scrolls tested
Scientists using a new method to ver
ify the age of the Dead Sea Scrolls have
confirmed that they were written be
tween the second century B.C. and first
century A.D.. the Israeli curator of the
scrolls said. Magen Broshi of Israel
Musewn'sShrineoftheBook. where the
scrolls are displayed, said physicists at
the Zurich Institute of Technology had
completed the first dating tests.

Demands to sheik
Nearly 100 people sent the Kuwaiti
emir a letter Monday demanding that a
date for parliamentary elections be set
Other demands: implementation of the
1962 constitution; appoinunent of com
petent figures to government posts; free
dom of speech and press; judicial inde
pendence. Activists sent their demands
to Sheik Jaber Sabah after unsatisfactory
~ponses from Crown Prince Saad Sa

bah.
L__~~~------------'

Yawn! Lines, llnes, everywhere llnes. In this llne students are waiting to give therl hard-earned cash to WSU.

w

U tuition to go up

Thomas J. Lucente, Jr.
News Editor

Diversity Statement

The Board of Trustees, in their monthly meeting. an
nounced a $60 tuition increase to be put into effect Summer

Wright State University celebrates diversity. Our daily lif~ is made
rich by the diversity ofindividuals. groups, and cultures. The interplay
of the diverse stimulates creativity and achievement in all facets ofour
existence.

quarter.
. . .
The increase. announced at the March 28 meeting, ism
response to Governor George Voinovich •s call foruniversi
ties to raise tuition and cut spending.
The break down of the increase is that $50 of it will be a
tuition increase and the remaining $10 will be a general fee
increase.
"It always hurts some students to have a tuition ~crease .. said John K. Stekli. Student Government Chau.
" How;ver. the state cut back on the amount of funds it is
giving the university so it had to happen...
In other news the Board passed unanimously a WSU
diversity statement.
. .
. .
"What I think this does. and what I hope it will do, it will
make people more aware of diversity," said Dr. ~wi~ K.
Shupe, professor of Art Therapy and Commumcauon.
"There is nothing that we can do to enforce it overtly· It sets
the tone for a behavior under which we function."
The diversity statement originated in the Department of
Student Affairs. From there it went to Academic Council
where it met with some resistance. Three members of the
council voted against it.

Respect. tolerance and goodwill are the keystones to enjoying the
diversityofourworld. Wearealllinkedtoeachotherinaworl~created
for all of us to share and enjoy. Each member of humanity has a
potential contribution to make to the whole. It is our duty to encourage
and promote that contribution.
. .
.
Wright State University is committed to ach1evmg an intellectual,
cultur~ and social environment on campus in which all ar~ free. to
make their contribution. We will achieve an environment m which
every student may think, and learn, and grow without ~rejud~ent,
without intimidation, and without discrimination. We will achieve an
environment in which personal dignity and respect for the individual
. .
are recognized by all.
Wright State University promotes the acceptance an.d ~pr~~tion
of every individual regardlessofrace,gender,age, ethruc~t~. ability ~r
disability, sexual orientation, socio-economic status. relig~o~ affili
ati.on, or national origin. We encourage appropriate activ1nes and
events which foster learning about the diversity of our worl~. .
Wright State University will be a model for our geographic region.
exemplifying that a human community can exist which c~lebrates
diversity, enjoys the richness which diversity brings to our lives, and
grows stronger with every new member.
L~:.:..:..:::-=~=-=-~=-~_.::__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___.
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WSU student saves the day
"H e offered me $500 to let him
go. I really didn't think about
it .. .it all happened so f ast."
-Joel Moorman

Joel Moonnan stops yogurt store robber, receives
champag ne and beer fo r his efforts.

WSU receives award
from President Bush
Thomas J. Lucente, Jr.
News Editor
Wright State University and
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base
have become the joint recipients of
President George Bush's 'Thou
sand Points of Light" award. The
award was in recognition of the
WRIGIIT STEPP program.
The Wright State Engineering
Program,
or
Preparatory
WRIGIIT STEPP as it is called, is
a program designed for minority
junior high and high school stu
dents who are interested in a sci
ence or mathematic based career.
The program prepares the students
for their endeavor to gain a four
year degree.
This summer will mark the
fourth consecutive year of the pro
gram. 160 students are enrolled
from Fairport, Fairview. and Kiser
Intermediate Schools and
Belmont, DWlbar, Colonel White,
and Meadowdale High Schools.
'The volunteers at Wright-Pat
terson are receiving recognition

for what they are doing," aid
Clark Beck, as i tant dean of the
College of Engineering and Com
puter Science. " It demonstrates
the partnership that Wright State
has with Wright-Patterson. The
program is improving the commu
nity and the level of education in
mathematics and science the stu
dents are receiving."
"Everyone benefits from the
program," said Beck. "Industry
benefits from having more knowl
edgeable employees, the commu
nity benefits, and obviously, the
students benefit. The success of
the program has been recognized
by other states which are inquiring
about starting a program of their
own."
According to a spokeswoman
at the White House, everyday a
person or organization is "a point
oflight for the day."
The spokeswoman also said
that every effort was being made to
add a visit to Wright State to the
President's itinerary the next time
he visits the Dayton area.

ry u

K lly Keith Dunn
A i tant N w Edit r

11 g
tud nt , ri ht?
Wr ng. The 6 feet 2 in h , 240

Running down the pier, the
policeman was in hot pursuit of a
robbery suspect. The u peel was
captured ju t before he was about
to climb over a retaining wall; a
scene one might see in any movie
today.
Several Wright State students
went to Myrtle Beach, South Caro
lina to enjoy their spring break.
Some of them were relaxing
around their hotel swimming pool
enjoying themselve when they
saw the policeman chasing a man
down a pier. The policeman, see
ing the vacationing collegians
shouted, "Stop him!" At lea t six
of the tudents joined the police
man in the chase.
The p liceman apprehended

pound WSU Bu ine Manage
ment sophomore, Joel Moorman,
from Convoy, Ohio, single
handedly captured the suspect in
the nick of time, who was believed
to have just robbed a nearby TCB Y
Yogurt store.
Moorman explained in an in
terview that he and his friends
were, "Sitting by the pool; drink
ing beer," when they heard the
policeman cry out for their assi tance. "He (the robbery suspect)
offered me $500 to let him go."
said Moorman, as he described the
incident When asked what went
through his mind he said, "I really
didn ' t think about it . . it all hap
pened really fastH
For his bravery, Moorman has
received a lot of attention . Scott

Ahhh.
Thomas J. Lucente, Jr.
News Editor

• •

Pfiz run y r, fr nt d . mana r
f the Th Y h man H l 1, id
in a telephone int rvicw, "cv ry 
body down here mad a big d al
about it." Pfizenmayer went on to
say their local paper featured him
(Moorman) in an article. The
Yachtsman Hotel gave Moonnan
a bottle of champaign, and the
TCB Y store gave him a case of
Michel ob.
Officials in certain resort citie
have have been debating the pros
and cons of the mas assault being
waged on their town by vacation
ing college students from around
the country. They have argued that
tudents have been tearing up their
town However, WSU's own Joel
Moorman appear to be proof po i
tive that the kind of pes imism
expressed by these resort commu
mues cannot said of all college
tudents today.

Spring!

• As I sit here at my new desk as
News Editor, I wa wondering
what I should write for my first
column of the new quarter. I fi
nally decided to share with you a
poem that I like. (No. I am not
turning this paper into Nexus .) It
goes like this:
There,s a graveyard near the
White House/
Where the Unknown Soldier
lies/
And the flowers there are
sprinkled/
With the tears from many
eyesJ
I stood there not so long ago/
With roses for the brave/
And suddenly I heard a voice/
Speak out from the grave:/
"I am the Unknown Soldier,"/
The spirit voice beganJ
"And I think 1 have the right/
To ask some questions - man to

• Welcome back Wright
State! Are we ready for another
quarter of insightful education
and challenging obstacles, not to
mention rising costs?
With spring we should look
for a fresh start and revitaliza
tion of all of our lives.
We have the opportunity to
start over with a new quarter.
We are welcoming our troops
home with the beginning of their
new lives. We are looking at an
economy that is regaining its old
strength. We are looking at a
new, and hopefully lasting,
peace in the Middle East The
country is beginning a new cru
sade on crime.
This spring is truly the be manJ
"Are my buddies t.Bken care
ginning ofa New World Order.

of!/

Was their victory so sweet?I
"Is that big reward you of
fered/
Selling pencils on the
street?/
"Did they ever win the free-

doms/
That they battled to
achieve?/
"Do you respect the Man/
Above the empty sleeve?/
"I am the Unknown Soldier/
And maybe I died in vain/
"But if I were alive and my
country calledJ
I'd do it all over again.
Though the author of this
poem is unknown, I think we
should keep it in mind during
the current post war era. We
can't change the way that we
treated the returning soldiers
from Vietnam, but we can learn
from our mistakes and make
sure it doesn't happen again.

Match Day!
Medical students, among tears and
rejoicing, receive intern assignments
Thomas J. Lucente, Jr.
News Editor
On March 20, the WSU School
of Medicine held it'sannuaJ Match
Day.
Match Day is held every year
for fourth year medical swdents
who are graduating. During Match
Day students are matched with the
hospital where they will be doing
their three year re idency.
Students, prior to match day,
interview with various hospitals
then rank them in order of prefer
ence while the hospitals do the

same for the students that they in
terview. Then the rankings are
matched.
This year 84 students were
matched.
"Most of them are staying in
Ohio; 28 of them are taying in
1 
Dayton," said Panl Carlson,
tant dean for students and admis
ion in the School of Medicine.
"I'm not sure but my guess is that it
is a record"
The students will be graduating
June 8 and starting their residen
cies on July 1.

Chronicles
Compiled by Thomas J. Lucente, Jr. from various sources.

• First woman
president
The new President of Kent
State, Carol A. Cartwright, is the
first woman LO head a state univer
sity in Ohio.
"I am proud of the role model
that I am able to provide women,"
said Cartwright. Kent State has an
enrollment of 22,912 students.

• International
Friendship Affair
WSU will be sponsoring the
seventh annual International
Friendship Affair on April 7, from
noon to4:30 p.m. The event is free
and open to the public.
''Events like these are neces
sary for people to open their eyes,"
says Tony Einarsson, membership
chair for the American Interna
tional Student Association, who
will set up a presentation for his
native country of Iceland. "It
makes the world a smaller place by
educating people and destroying
stereotypes and bad images."

• The Guardian
receives award
The Guardian, WSU's student
newspaper, took first place for the
second year in a row from the
Columbia Scholastic Press Asso
ciation (CSPA).
The CSPA competition, which

is sponsored by Columbia Univer
sity, critiques college newspapers
across the country.
"This is very gratifying to the
staff and I since we emphasized
improvements last year and see
them producing results thi year,"
said Karyn Campbell, coordinator
of student media.

• Chair of Indian
Studies?
The India Foundation of Day
ton and WSU have launched an en
dowment fund campaign to sup
port a Chair ofIndian Studies at the
university.
''The Chair of Indian Studies
would offer a tremendous opportu
nity to the university and the met
ropolitan area," said Dr. Charles
Hathaway, vice president for aca
demic affairs.
According to Dr. Rishi Kumar,
associate dean for academic pro
grams in the College of Business
and Administration, "India is the
largest democracy in the world and
the cradle of Asian civilization.
"With the establishment of this
chair, Wright State University can
become a major center of Indian
studies," continued Kumar. 'The
WSU Chair of Indian Studies
would be the first of its kind in the
nation to be established with pub
lic money."
The India Foundation is ac
cepting tax deductible donations
for the endowment fund.

Does racism exist at WSU? These protestors say YES!

Pakistani student organization
protests prejudice on campus
Kelly Keith Dunn
Assistant News Editor
The Pakistani Student Associa
tion held a protest in front of
WSU's Administrative wing at
12:30 p.m. Tuesday.
According to former WSU stu
dent Ahmed Bhatti, the organizer
of the protest, the focus of the
protest was "Racism at Wright
State."
Five protestors, Ahmed Bhatti,
Mrs. Rose Gyimah-Brempong
(wife of Dr. Kwabena Gyimah
Brempong), WSU vice president
of faculty, Dr. Rudy Fichtenbaum
and Graduate Assistant for Special
Projects, Sherman Foster, were
met on the Founder's Quadrangle
(Quad) by an entourage of local
news media, and WSU administra
tors.
The five protesters had three
specific complaints against the

university. The complaints were:
1) Unfairness by the university
toward former Pakistani student
Ahmed Bhatti, when he applied for
two different positions at the office
oftheOmbudsman. Bhattiapplied
for the student position for the
Ombudsman currently held by
John Stanton, and the assistant's
position. Bhatti was not selected
for either position. Bhatti says that
he wasn 'tselected because, "I am a
foreigner." However, t.M assistant
director of university communica
tions, Lynnette Heard said, "Bhatti
doesn't understand the process."
(of being selected for the position
with the Ombudsman)." Earlier,
Bhatti filed a complaint to the Ohio
Civil Rights Commission against
the university. However, accord
ing to Heard, the university is
expecting a ruling stating that there
was no probable cause meaning no
evidence of discrimination was
found by the Ohio Civil Rights

Commission.
2) College of Business and
Administration (COBA) dean,
Waldemar M. Goulet, discrimi
nated against an associate econom
ics professor in COBA , Dr.
Kwabena Gyimah-Brempong.
3) A Pakistani was dismissed
from WSU's School of Medicine
on the basis of race.
Interviewed on the quad Bhatti
was asked, "What exactly are you
protesting?"
"Stop the discrimination!" he
said.
Joanne Risacher, assistant vice
presidentforStudentLife,said that
the Pakistani Stu dent Organization
is not a registered organization
with the university. The group was
once registered but they haven' t
renewed their regi~tration. "They
(Pakistani student association)
owe the university money ... I think
that's why they haven't renewed
with the university."

..
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Kelly Keith Dunn
Asst. News Editor

It seems that one of the most
common concerns amongst parents
today is children's programming
and advertising; sometimes the two
get blurred.
Some WSU students may ay
"So what, who cares!" Since WSU
is a commuter school, one could
logically a ume that a izable per
centage of the student population
balance th role of tudent and
par nt. They may very well care.
Chance are many of the e tu
dent , er uh parents, have had the
"pleasure" of watching countless
episodes of 'Teenage Mutant Ninja
Turtles" with their children. Also,
chances are many have had to fend
off... "Can't I just have Mich
elangelo (action figure)?! Canni
huh?! Canni huh?! He's only
$4.99!" from their six year old.
Some child psychologists (and
parents) are alarmed by the adver
tising blitz on children. The attack
against our children comes from
every possible source: Peer pres
sure from their friends at school;
television programming which of
ten times is nothing less than 30
minute commercials. And then if
that were not enough, from slick
television commercials. And in
some cases, even from movies.
Some perhaps may argue and
say, "What's the big deal? I
watched cartoons as a kid and I
turned out alright!" The deal is
children watch and absorb these

"program "; they want to continue
what they see on T.V. in their play.
And if you would be honest with
yourself, the type of cartoons we
watched as children do not re
semble any of these cartoon mar
keting schemes.
If you doubt this, just pay atten
tion to children's programming
after school and especially on Sat
urday mornings you will observe
programs such as "Pee-Wee Her
man", "G.I. Joe", "Care Bears",
"Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles",
then go to your local discount
store's toy department there you
will find PeeWee Herman
doll , G.I. Joe
action fig
ures, Teen
age Mutant
Ninja Turtles
action figures
and
Care
Bear dolls.
And these are
just a few ex
amples!
The issue at hand is: Is what our
children are ingesting as they watch
television programming designed
to transfom them into American
consumers.
The facts tell us that our children
spend a considerable amount of
their time watching television. One
book with the facts, The Open Win
~' submits these figures: There
are 2.1 televisions per household
where children three to five years
old spend 29 hours per week watch
ing T.V., children six to twelve
years spend 24 hours per week, and
teenagers spend 18-19 hours per
week watching television.

One noted expert (my wife
Ruby) had this to say, "I want pro
gramming (for children) that i
educational as well as entertaining.
It would be nice for children's
programming to teach our children
literature and moral values."
It doesn't end with just the mer
chandise found in discount stores.
You can't even go down the cereal
aisle at the grocery store with out
coming across "Teenage Mutant
Ninja Turtles", "Cocoa Pebbles" or
even "Barbie" cereal! Again, my
wife states "I totally refuse to by
any cereal that has anything to do

"I totally refuse to buy
any cereal that has
anything to do with a
cartoon character!"
--Ruby Dunn
with a cartoon character!"
The problem is that temptation
by the merchants to sell these things
is too great. The financial return is
undeniable. There is no reason for
merchants not to take advantage of
this vulnerable market, unless we
give them one.
So, make some noise. Make a
phone call to someone. Write a
letter to your congressman. Ex
press what you think. I know that
you have heard it before, but as a
voter and a consumer your voice
and mine make a difference.
Responsible children's pro
gramming is not too much to ask.

..
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Removing the politically correct blinders
Lynne V. Cheney
The Collegiate Times
So much of what has hap
pened in the world during the past
few years has demonstrated the
long-term wisdom of being what
is called "politically incorrect."
One of the tenets of that posi
tions, I think most people would
agree, is an affirmation of the im
portance of We tern Civilization.
We have monumental failure
to our credit; and indeed, bring
ing tho e failure to light, holding
them up and looking at them thi
way and that, i one of our fine t
tradition s. In 1989, before Tian
anamen Square, Fang Lizhi, sci
entist and dissident, spoke of the
aims of China's democracy
movement. "What we are calling
for is extremely basic," he said,
"Namely, freedom of speech,
pres , assembly and travel. Con
cepts of human rights and democ
racy ." He went on, "although the
founding principles of the U.S.
government should not be viewed
as something exclusively West
ern. Actually, they are a legacy to
the world. "
The e ideas are no small gift
to have brought to humankind.
They are gifts of uch worth that
people go into exile and pri on
for them . They are gift of such
great worth that people die for
them, as theydid le s than two
year ago in Tiananamen Square,
as they did last month in Vilnius

and Riga. But concepts of human
rights and democ
racy, though they
embody longings
buried deep in every
soul, can be sup
pressed.
We live in re
markable
times,
times that our grand
children and great-grandchildren
will ask us about. Surely they will
want to know about Ea tern Eu
rope, about the men and women
who gathered by the hundred of
thou ands in the Lenin Shipyard
in Gdan k, at the Berlin Wall, in
the Wencelas Square; and when
we explain what motivated the e
people to come together and defy
dictatorship, we shall have to
speak not only of the horrors of
communist oppression but also of
the promi e offered by freedom,
of the alternative vision offered
by countries where elections and
economies are free.
I was in the Soviet Union three
months ago, and it was a place
amazingly changed from the last
time I had been there, seven year
before. St. Ba ii' , the onion
d med cathedral on Red Square,
ha been consecrated. Danilov
Monastery, in ruins when I vi ted
before, has been re tored. Ma ses
were being held there every Sun
day - and Saturdays a well.
Another striking change is
that it is now possible to have

politics on our
scholarship?"
There were some
careful
nods
around the table.
"If we don't work
to minimize it," I
asked, "don't we
become horses
wearing blind
ers?"
This was not a particularly
imaginative metaphor, but it had
a toni hing cro -cultural re o
nance. It changed the tone of the
meeting. Hardly was it tran lated
when it elicited the mo t positive
re pon e, not ju t careful nod ,
but enthusiastic stories about
projects it was now possible to
work on that it had not been pos
sible to pursue before. One Colo
nel - one scholar, I should say
- was working on the question
of how many people were killed
in the Bolshevik Revolution 
hardlya politically correct prob
lem to pursue. Another scholar,
the head of the Institute, is writ
ing a biography of Trotsky and
u ing Trotsky's papers to do so
- a project that would have been
unheard of a few years age. There
is not yet con Ju ion to this tory,
no nice happy ending. In fact,
one has to wonder, to worry,
about the course of the events in
the Soviet Union. How long can
the effort to deideologize schol
ar hip continue when President
Gorbachev i seeking to limit

" ... the will to freedom is a
constant of human nature,
but so is the will to power."

--Lynn V. Cheney
frank conversations with Soviet
Citizen . When I vi ited Leni
grad and Mo cow everal year
ago, I eldom had the en e that
anyone wa speaking candidly.
But now Soviet , young and old,
are willing to talk about the chal
lenges they face. For scholars in
the Soviet Union the biggest chal
lenge is depoliticizing - or dei
deologizing as often said - both
the teaching and learning of his
tory.
Perhaps the most reticent
scholarly group which I met, at
least initially, were historians at
the Military History Institute in
Moscow. No one is unaware of
my spou e's occupation. So there
was ome reticence. And when
the subject of depoliticizing the
study of history came up, the first
tatement was very cautiou .
"We can never completely re
move politics from the study of
history," aid one Colonel, "be
cause we cannot remove our
selves from politic ." "True
enough," I agreed, "but shouldn't
we try to minimize the effect of

freedom of the press? Still, what
I observed in the Soviet Union
does prompt some important
questions. Shouldn't the goal of
scholars everywhere be to make
art and inquiry as free as possible
of political bias and influence? If
we insist that all literature, all art,
be run though any single political
prism, whether it be Marxist or
capitalist or feminist or European
or Third World, aren't we crea
tures of dimini hed vi ion? In
deed, if we insist, it has become
fa hionable in ome quarters that
culture and all its creations are
everywhere congruent with po
litical struggle. I n 't that the most
diminished and diminishing per
spective of all?
There was an inescapable
irony about being in the Soviet
Union and hearing again and
again about the importance of
depoliticizing and deideolo
gizing the study of culture when
so often in the United States I
read or hear about the importance
of using the arts and the humani
ties as instruments of politics. I
understand that the people advo
cating this view believe fervently
that the political agendas they
want to advance are good one ;
but however well-intentioned,
using the arts and humanities in
this way limits vision. It is put
ting on blinders, and what a trag
edy for us to do that as intellectu
als in other parts of the world are
struggling to take them off.

Tight squeeze for WSU students Bring the troops home
Students criticize lack of planning and space
To the editor:
We would like to respond to
the March 28 article regarding
the endangerment of undergradu
ate history students. We agree
that no students should be forced
to attend classes in inappropriate
facilities. We fully support your
demands to get the full value of
your tuition dollars. However, it
is not the medical students who
are to blame for the recent situ
ation, rather the school's admin
isrtation whose poor planning led
to the lack of proper facilities.
Inadequate classroom space
has been affecting WSU medical
students for years. Because of the
large number of lecture hours
required, many medical schools
provide two or more auditoriums
'

t

f

'

for their medical students. Our
second year medical students at
tend most of their classes at the
VA Medical Center clear across
town. Granted the parking is bet
ter, but the auditorium does not
meet seating or space require
ments for testing purposes. First
year students currently meet in
other undersized rooms for some
classes.
March 6 was not the first mix
up. The medical auditorium is the
only auditorium we have that
meets the national requirements
for testing medical students.
(Needless to say, it is not the only
auditorium we use for testing.)
During National Boards II, a
requirement to graduate (This
exam is under strict national
regulations), the students were
interrupted on several occassions
by uninformed undergraduates

overlooking the signs posted on
every door. The first year's
exam on March 6 was also dis
turbed, even though signs were
once again posted on all en
trances.
The fact of the matter re
mains that we are all short of
classroom space because some
one didn't plan ahead. The class
space and scheduling problems
that exist abundantly at WSU
are not the norm at other uni ver
isties. Graduate and under
graduate students alike have a
right to adequate space in which
to learn. It is time that the ad
ministration of this univeristy
live up to their responsibilites
for which we all pay.
Tracy McCall
Debbie Flint
sophomores.

To the editor:
"First troops coming home" was the title of an article in the
Dayton Daily news March 7. It was in dark blaack and bold letters.
Finally, what every person has been waiting for and anticipating.
The article noted that 7,168 american serviceman and women would
begin their withdrawel and arrive at their home bases. According to
the paper, the group included a representative sampling of al the
service branches. They also stated thatafull-scaledeploymentisex
pected to take several months.
Another article in the DDN on February 25 quoted a WSU pro
fessor who felt U.S. forces would stay five years or longer and serve
as a presence in the Gulf. Interesting! Who should we believe? In
light of the fact that there has been little, if nothing, said on troop
deployments from the gulf, I have to wonder. Where are the troops?
Why aren't there more troops coming home? We cannot forget
about them.
There have been plenty of yellow/orange ribbons and American
flags, but when will there be a real action to make sure the troops are
safe and back home with their families. I ask you: Is it safe to say
"Bring the troops home and out now," without seeming unamerican
or unpatriotic?
I would. hope so. If not, why? "Bring our troops home now!"
Alexa Z~opany
·:
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The IBM PS/2
lt's Academic

What wa the
Difference Engine?

Did you say the
PS/2 i " gooey" ?

Like college tuition, a
computer is no small
investment. As a coll e ge
student, you want to
invest in something
that will help you with
your work in college
and beyond. You want
a computer that will
enhance your skills
and your marketability
after graduation.

s the fi st general purpose computer. Oes1gne
by British mathemat1c1an Charles Babbage in 1832,
the steam-powered engine solved equations by
following 1nstruct1ons on punched cards . It worked
perfectly , too, sol 1ng equations to the second order
of difference and y1eld1ng s1x-d1git results. But
Babbage managed to build only a small part
of he engine measuring 24 by 19 by 14 inches.
Had he ever built the entire Difference Engine, 1t
ould have stood en fee high, ten feet wide, and
1 e feet deep-and e1ghed t o tons .

When you're choosing the PS/2 that 's right for you.
you'll come across lots of options you're not sure
you understand-and lots of terms you may never
have heard, such as:

I BM PS/2 Selected
Academic Solutions
I BM has a computer for
you-in fact, we have
several-and they're all
easy to use and avail·
able at a special tudent
price. The IBM PS/2$
Selected Academic Solu·
tions provide a range of
PS/2 models that come
with a color display
and an I BM mouse. All
models are preloaded
with DOS 4.0 and Micro·
soft® Windows TM 3.0.
PS/2 Loan for Learning
Your IBM PS/2 can be
purchased with an IBM
PS/2 Loan for Learning,
which allows you to
borrow from $1 ,500 to
$8,000 at low interest
rates and flexible repay·
ment terms. So if you
need help purchasing a
PS/2, visit your campus
outlet to find out how
you can make purchas·
ing a computer easy.

Microprocessor-the computer's "engine" or
central processing unit (CPU) Terms like 286 ,
386T sxr and 386 refer to the CPU's ype and
speed, which determine how much work he com
puter can handle at once. For example, the power
of the 386 processor 1s approx1ma ely double that of
a 286 processor .
Hard drive-your compu er's internal "flie cabi
net." With a hard drive (as opposed to diskette
drives), you can access programs quickly without
swapping disks. You can also store all your data
files (such as term papers , research no es, spread
sheets) on the hard drive .

•

Graphical U er Interface (GUl)-often pro
nounced "gooey"-refers to the ease of use
and user friendliness that a mouse and Microsoft
Windows 3.0 provide. All applications are repre
sented as icons, or pictures on the screen . So you
don't have to memorize or key in complicated
commands. You just use your mouse to point and
click on an icon, and you're on your way . GUI also
helps you take advantage of the sharp graphics
and variety of colors that are standard with any
PS/2 Selected Academic Solutions

Parent's Weekend Truckload Sale

April 12 & 13
FREE Software and $50 Gift Certificate to the Pine
Club Restaurant with the purchase of any PS/2 at the sale!
Call (513) 225-7039 for more details.

--....
----- --- -- -----------·
.. . . .. ...
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Wheelchair basketballers experience a 20-win season
Cind Homer
Sports Edi tor
Wright State's Physical Education
Building was the site for the 14th National
Intercollegiate Wheelchair Ba ketball
Tournament on March 15-17.
The Raider didn't place in the
tournament's seven-team field but finished
out the season on a good note turning in a 20
win season for the second straight year with
a 20-13 record.
"I was pleased with the team's improve
ment throughout the course of the season,"
Coach Andy Kreiger said. "We worked hard
and displayed a good attitude."
Wright State was the fifth seed in the
tournament and won its first game of the
tournament 34-33 over fourth-seeded
Southwest State allowing the Raiders to
advance to the winner's bracket.
John Gould led the team in scoring with
19 points. Todd Cox led the team in re
bowiding with seven.
The Raiders had to face the top seed, the

Three things
to help you
get through
this quarter.
1flhlte
GlUlmJr~IlM
0

+

w~WW~~ ~~.~

NEXUS~
The Wright State
Student Media

The Wright State Student Mtdia is made up
of the wnpus °"''aptr The Guardian,
WWSU 106.9fm hd10, and the NEXUS
Literary Magazint. Studmts m encouraged
to join thtst media. Taking COM 130/330
allows studenm to gain mdit for their time
spent at these groups. Fm mm details
contid my of the groups listed above or
lilk to your advisot

WRKJHT STATE
STUDENT MEDIA

Wisconsin-Whitewater Warhawks, the
team that fini hed runner-up in th,. touma
menL
Wright State played one of its best games
ever but fell to Wi con in-Whitewater 44
42. Three player hit the double digits in
scoring: Gould led with 14 points, Cox and
Jim Mun n had 11 apiece. Cox again led in
rebounding with six.
"We weren't even expected to win the
first one," Kreiger said. "I told the team that
they did great. We only lost by two points to
the number one seed. I was pretty proud."
Wright State lost to Illinois the very next
game 67-21 and was knocked out of the
tournament.
Texas-Arlington performed a miracle
this year. It placed first in the tournament in
only its second season of varsity eligibility.
Junior John Gould and sophomore Todd
Cox were named to the tournament's first
and second teams respectively.
Gould led the team with 39 points for the
weekend earning him Wtlete-of-the-week
honors. He finished Llie season ~ond in

scoring with 352 points behind Cox's 400.
Gould was also chosen as the team's Mo t
Valuable Player this season. He averaged
11.7 points per game and he had 211 re
bounds for an average of 7 .0 rebounds per
game.
"He' a very goodcaptain,"Kreigersaid.
"He' the tereotypical student-athlete. He
does it all without much complaint."
The team will only be losing one player
next season, senior Jim Munson. In the tour
nament, Munson threw in 21 points and
grabbed 17 assists to finish the season with
209 points and 134 assists earning himself
the Raider Award.
"He's a good point guard," Kreiger said.
"He knows the offense and what I expect out
of the team. He w~ a quiet leader and we'll
miss him."
The wheelchair basketball team will re
turn its main nucleus next season.
"I have some strong recruits coming in,"
Kreiger said. ''We should hav~ a Strorig
team, but the conference is going to be
tough."

Jim Munson

Minors are taking over
Move over
college sports,
anew wave
has arrived
Chris Riva
Special to The Guardian
The 1980' s signified a decade of turmoil
for the sports world.
The professional sports world's credibil
ity was marred with players salaries sky
rocketing so high it made them millionaires
to players gambling on sports with the pos
sibility of being banned for life.
The college sports world was hindered
by giving players cash payments. Players
were leaving the college ranks to play in the
professional world before their eligibility
was up.
Last Saturday a new professional foot
ball league got underway. It is called the
World League of American football
(WLAF). The League is associated with the
National Football League and has been
nicknamed "the minor league of the NFL".
The ten team league spans across five
countries. It celebrated a very successful
opening weekend Over 131,000 fans saw

the five opening-week games.
For fans, the World League means more
football with several exciting twists. The
league sports the helmet cam (a television
camera inside the quarterback's helmet),
radio communication from coach to player,
no in-the-grasp rule and two-point conver
sions.
For the players involved, the World
League means television exposure, a chance
for the NFL and a lot of money. They make
much more money than a player would in
college.
The question I have is: If the World
League develops into what the NFL wants it
to, a minor league system for NFL teams,
then what will happen to college football in
the United States?
People tell me that only time will answer
this question. The probable answer is that
nothing will happen at all. But, if the World
League expands like the NFL wants it to,
that answer might change.
My logic behind this is taking a look at
baseball's minor league system. Teams
draft kids out of high school, put them in the
minors for a few years then bring them up.
Have you ever noticed that you never
hear much about college baseball? Here's
another question: How many Rocket Is
mails, Ty Detmers or Shawn Moores do you
hear about in the college baseball world?
There just aren't many superstars in college
baseball. Why? Because of the major league

farm system.
Now I realize that some of you may think
that I'm blowing the World League and its
purpose out of proportion after one week.
But think about it. Would you rather play
football and earn as much as $25,000 dollars
a year and not only be on television, but
television world-wide? Or would you rather
play college ball and earn an education? One
year in the World League could finance four
years tuition at Wright State University.
And how many players actually graduate
from college with a degree?
Not only will it have an impact on col
lege football, but on the colleges as well.
Lately there has been many debates on
whether schools should pay college athletes.
Minor league systems could end that debate.
Colleges could just end college athletics. No
more recruiting violations, cash payments to
players, kids leaving school early or scan
dals.
Minor league systems could be the wave
of the future. Just look already, baseball has
a minor league, hockey has a minor league,
golf has the Ben Hogan Tour and now foot
ball has the World League. If we could get
the CBA and NBA together, we're set
Butyou know as well as I do that colleges
and universities will never go for ending
athletics. There's just too much money in
volved.
NOTE: Chris Riva, the Money Man, is a
sports commentater for WWSU sports.
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Take me out to the ballgame, take me out to th c owd
Get your peanuts, popcorn and
hotdogs, becau e baseball is here!
Cind_y Horner _ _ __
Sp rt Editor

high t batting a crage n the
tc mat .349. He had ix h merun
and 25 run batted m.

n, but many of th play r
who helped put together an 0-32
record over th p t two season
have moved on to the minor
leagues. Five Raiders igned major
league contracts after last season.
Among those were hortstop Keith
Gordon and pitcher Mike Mathile.
Both became the highe t drafted
Raiders in Wright State' hist ry
when they were taken in the econd
and third rounds.
Wright State lost ome key
players, but they have four veteran
nior that i hwitz hope will
lead the Raider to their ninth
con utive winning campaign.
Catcher Scott Thomp n, out
f Ro e City, Michigan, i one of
th tn-captam and i x ted to
lead a y ung pitching taff. Hi
batting v rage ha
m higher
h gain mor and m r expcri
a ted the
n e. L t year he

season.
Centerfielder Bob Je person,
from White Lake, Wi con in,
conquered the JX> ition la t season
after tran ferring from Triton Jun
ior College in Illinois and batted
.304 with five homerun and 36
RBI . He tied the school record
with ix tripl .
Todd Pittman, a right handed
pitcher out of National Trail High
School,eameda tarting spot in the
Raiders' pitching rotation. He has
po ted winning record m
h of
his last three season with a career
record of 12-6 and a career earned
run average of 2.91.
J ming Pntman on them und
m the tartingr tall n l ly arc
juniorJ hn (Clayrnont)andJay n
(Miami T e) mith and fr
man outhpaw Brian Ander n
(G n va). Th re are tw oth ,

Mar. 15 at Wright State def.
Ohio Dominican 11-1
Mar. 16-26 games were in
Florida
Wright State def. Illinois
Chicago 3-1
Wright State wins def.
Stetson 21-9
Morehead State def. Wright
State 7-6
Wright State def. Akron 8-4
Wright State def. Princeton

6-5
Wright State def. Illinois
Chicago 11-9
Illinois-Chicago def. Wright
State 16-8
Wright State def. Drexel 22

Wright State centerflelder Bob Jesperson hit .304 wtth five
homeruns last season.
both from New York, that are
ready to start anytime Nischwitz
need them, sophomore Tony
Ramsdell (Winthrop) and fr h
man Steve Styrzo (Clay).
The closers holding down the
fort in the bullpen will be a pair of
junior , Kevin Walke and Pat
Drazgaalon~ with fre hman Lance
Lin . Walke, ut of Xenia High
Sc
l, received hi fir t var ity
a ti n la 't
n making ten ap
pearanc in the relief r l and

posting a 1-1 record. Drazga, out
of St Clairsville, also received his
fir t var ity action last season.
Cline, who hail from Columbu
White Hall, hould be able to help
OUL

There are many area of the
team that are unte ted, but a lot of
th players received playing time
I t sc n and now know what
they're in for with a little experi
•

"Ba ball" on p

t

1

~right State def. Bowling I
Green 1-0
1
Wright State def. Cleveland
State 9-1
Central Florida def. Wright
State 6-5
Mar. 28 Wright State def.
Dayton at U.D. 3-2
Mar. 29 Miami def. Wright
I State at WSU 12-3
Mar. 30 Oakland def. Wright
1
State at WSU 3-2
Mar. 30 at Wright State def.
Oakland 5-1

14

Hawke and Hawkins attem t
to take Raiders to new heights
But Wright State
remains grounded
Wright State Softball
Results as of 3-10:
Miami 12, Wright State 2
Miami 9, Wright State 6
St John's 4, Wright State 2
Wright State 1, Army 0
Vermont 1, Wright State O
East Stroudsburg 5, Wright
Sta1e 0
Southern Illinois 6, Wright

S1ate 1
Ptinceton 3, Wright State 2
Rider 2, Wright State O
St Xavier 10, Wright State 1
MidliJan State 3, Wright
Sta1e 2

Wright State 3, Findlay O
Wright State 6, Findlay 5

Greg Billing
Assistant Sports Editor
With only 14 players on their
roster, the Wright State women's
softball team will have to rely on
many players to fill in vacant spots.
The Raiders lost five letter winners
from last year's squad, and coach
Jerry Hawker.now in his third year
at WSU, will look to the only two
seniors on the squad for leadership.
Chris Hawker and Tracy
Hawkins hope to lead Wright State
to more victories, and improve
upon last season's mark of 16-23.
"They' 11 do their part." Hawk
ins said. "I think they will have a
natural tendency to lead."
The Raiders are off to a slow
start this year, as they have played
to a 3-10 record.
"To a certain extent it is disap

pointing," said Hawker. "We had
the Florida trip where we went 1-8.
Three of those eight losses came by
one run and some of those teams
are nationally ranked. We played
right along with them."
Hawker, a 5-4 senior from
Bellbrook, backs up her play at
shortstop with solid defense.
Hawkin , a 5-10 senior out of
Edgewood, will be the top catcher
for the Raiders.
The duo will also be looked to
for offense, as they were the top
two hitters on the 1990 team.
Hawker finished the campaign
with a .393 average and Hawkins
hit .385 for the season. Hawker
also led the Raiders in runs scored
(30) and hits (48). She was third in
runs baued in with 11.
Hawkins was just as deadly
with the bat, knocking in a team-

high 33 runs, while scoring 22,
second only to Hawker. Hawkins
was second in hits with 42.
In thirteen games this season,
Ha·,..ker has a .270 average going
10-for-37. Hawkins has seven hits
in 35 at bats for an average of .200.
Also expected to contribute to the
offensive threat is sophomore
Nancy Schurr. Schurr, a product of
Sidney, will occupy first base for
Wright State. She was third in
average last season, finishing at
.333. Schurr was second in RBI's
with 15, and third in hits with 32.
Just one pitcher returns to the
mound for the Raiders. Andrea
Carter, a 5-8 junior from Marga
retta., will be the veteran on the
young pitching staff. Last season, Softball shortstop Chris
Carter led Wright State in earned Hawker Is expected to lead
the Raiders again this
See ''Softball" on page 14
season.
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Cindy Homer
Sports Editor
It's always been said that experience is the
best teacher.

The men's tenni team is hoping that whoever
said that was right because thi year's team looks
a lot like last year's team with only a few changes
in the tarting po ition . The Raider hope thal
they learned a lot from I t year' losing cam
paign.
Senior Heath Gool by out of Columbu Mif
flin, ha captured the number one singles spot on
the team. He replaces Mark Lawton, who was the
team's number one last season. Goolsby is famil
iar with the position though because of spending
time there last year.
Many ofthe players have moved up a spot from
last year. A new face appear in the second posi
tion on the team, junior Br nnen Acres. Sopho
more Nathan Brannon keeps his same spot from
last season and that is the number three singles.
Senior and team captain Pete Wallace is also
back from last season holding the number four
spot on the team.
"He is the epitome of a good captain," Tennis
Coach Wyatt Bumgardner said of Wallace. "He
always gives 110 percent and always does what
he's told even if he doesn't agree with it"
Wallace is followed by sophomore Steve Sil
verberg, who is also back from last season after
turning in a good year. Another new face fills the
sixth spot on the team, freshman Chris Harsh
barger.
Behind the six starters are sophomores Gary
Shoenberg (who transferred in from another

Senior Heath Goolsby, who holds the number one slngles spot on Wright
State's tennis team, tries to slam home a serve.

Wright State's men's
tennis team Is 3-9 as of
Aprll 1.
Here I an update of all
the matches the Raiders
have participated In so
far:
Cedarville Invitational at
DaytonlndoorCourts
Feb. 23 Wright State def.
EarJham 6-3
Feb. 23 Cedarville def.
Wright State 7-2
Mar. 1 Eastern Kentucky
Universtiy Invitational
Eastern Kentucky def.
Wright State 9-0
Youngstown State def.
Wright State 8-1
Lincoln Memorial def.
Wright State 9-0
Mar. 3 Youngstown State
def. Wright State 8-2
Mar. 5 Dayton def. Wright
State at WSU 5-4
Mar. 7 Akron def. Wright
State at WSU 9-0
Mar. 22 Augusta def.
Wright State at WSU 8-1
Mar. 25 Ohio Weslyan def.
Wright State at WSU
Mar. 27 Wright State def.
Findlay at Findlay 5-4
Mar. 28 Wright State def.
Dayton at U.D. 5-4

See "Tennis" on page 16

Golfers getting into Injuries and illness
the swing of things making Raiders sick
Keith Hudson
Guest Writer
And now for the finale.
Wright State's golf tram has started its second
season after finishing well in the fall. The golf team
plays a split season between the spring and fall compet
ing in a total of ten tournaments a year.
"We're in a position to do well depending on the
players." said Coach Fred Jefferson.
The team has been decided for the fall and is
expected to be led by sophomore David Pashko and
Frank Lickliter - the team's only senior. Pashko hails
from Markham. Canada. and isone of two players from

The golf team
has
participated in two invitationals
this season, claiming third
place at the Elon Invitational at
North Carolina. The Raiders
weren't so lucky at the
University of Kentucky-Johnny
Owens invitational, as they
finished 17th out of 25 teams.
At North Carolina, senior
Frank Lickliter defeated
Methodist's Rob Pilewski on
the second hole of a playoff to
capture first with a 146.
Sam Arnold led Wright
State with
and Lickliter was
one stroke behind at 78. Tony
Efieff shot an ·~. · Dave ,.Pashko
an 84 and Mark Farrow.finished

Greg Billing
Assistant Sports Editor

Every coach fears it, but this year it has
caught up with Charlie Painter. Injuries and
illness threaten a successful season for the
Wright State women's tennis team. Mono
nucleosis and a back injury have sidelined
the teams top players--forcing them to
cancel their March 16 match against Ohio
Northern.
Despite the problems, Painter has de
the lineup, starting with senior Jennie
cided
CaruKla.
Booth at the nwnber one singles position.
Lickliter was named Male Athlete of the Year last
an
Booth, a three-year letter winner, returns to
season. Lickliter, a product of Franklin, had a 73
captain a team that went 9-9 last season and
average last year that was good enough for second on
the team.
finished sixth in the North Star Conference.
According to Jeffmoo, these two golfers have had wlthan87.
The Springfield North product went 3-2 last
a great season in the number one and two spots on the
The final round of the
season but has been plagued by a bad back
team and are expected to le.ad the Raiders to even more invitational was cancelled due
"Booth has a bad back, but she should be
to ice and snow on the course.
back Thursday," said Painter. "She is a great
See ''Golfers" on page 16
'------ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - : - - - - - - - ' leader and ~rrific player. She is a nice tough

player who should be playing some great
tennis."
In the number two spot is freshman Kelli
Price, out of Lancaster. Price was the top
player her senior year and was a district
qualifier. Once Price obtains some college
experience, she could become a force for the
Raiders. Price was ranked 22nd in the Ohio
Vall~y Tennis Association and was named
Most Valuable Player as a team captain at
Lancaster.
The number three spot will be filled by
Beth Starrett, a freshman out of Columbus
Northland. She was also named captain and
MVP of her high school team. Starrett
claimed the city league championship and
was a state qualifier as a junior in doubles
competition.
Junior Ginger Rapp returns to play
fourth singles, but her progress has been
See "Injuries" on page 14
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Anu An j
Th P try F rum
Larry' Bar, OSU, 7 p.m.
The Sampl
Bogart' , 7 p.m.
Friday, April S
Dean Simm Quintet and
Randy Villars Trio
Jazz at the Center
F ulty Dining Room, 4 p.m.

Harold Melvin & The
Blue Notes
Bogart' , 6:30 p.m., 10 p.m.
unday, April 7

Andanzas (African music)
Canal St Tavern, 9:30 p.m.
Intematinal Friend hip Affair
Up r Hearth Lounge
Univer ity C nter, 12 p.m.
Oxymorons
Sudsy Malone's
Cincinnati
Monday, April 8
"A Day in the Warsaw Ghetto:
A Birthday Trip in Hell"
(photography exhibit)
Sinclair Community College
Through May 3
Tuesday, April 9

Jazz at the Center continues Friday with The Dean Simms Quintet In the Faculty Dining
Room. WSU professor Martin Maner (right) "sat In" with Melanle Moore March 1.

"The Boys Next Door"
Victoria Theatre
Through April 14
"Mozart's Vienna" (lecture)
Richard Benedum
Dayton Art Institute, 8 p.m.

The "Bell" tolls for WSU

24-7 Spyz
Bogart's, 7 p.m.

Violinist to

Wednesday, April 10

perform in

Royal Lichtenstein Quarter
Ring Sidewalk Circus
WSU Quad, 12 p.m.

Creative
Arts Center

Holly Roberts

Assistant Spotlight Editor
Joshua Bell, known as one of the world's
leading violinists, will be appearing at
Wright State University Thursday. April 4 at
8 p.m. in the WSU Creative Arts Center

Concert Hall.
Bell performed with the Philadelphia
Orchestra at the age of 14 and now appears
regularly with the Philadelphia Orchestra,
Boston Symphony. Chicago Symphony and
the Los Angeles Philharmonic.
Tickets are $12 for the general public;
$10 for WSU faculty, staff and alumni; $8
for senior
and $5
for students. .
,
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Runaway
and join
the circus
Holly Roberts
Assistant Spotlight Editor

Fire-eating ringmaster, Nick Weber, takes time out for a hot lunch during the all-new 1990-'91 edition of the
Royal Lichtenstein Circus!
-g.

The 19th Annual Royal Lichtensten
Quarter Ring Sidewalk Circu , spon red
by the Campu Mini try, will be coming to
WSU on April 10. The Circus, cheduled to
begin at 12 p.m ., will be set up on the Quad
and will la t for only an hour.
The Circu con i ts of acrobats, jug
glers, magicians, domestic animals and
some exotic animals, as well as a miniature
stallion. There will also be two narrated
mime fables, accompanied by a fifty-pipe
calliola band organ. The food will include
cotton candy and a souvenir stand.
There is no admittance fee, but there will
be a free will offering which will go to the
circus.
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Hackman takes hack at law

Ci"

:i

i: "Class Action"
0

taken to trial
Eric Robinette
Staff
A funny thing happened as I
left the movie theater the other
night: a court battle was being
waged inside my head - case
number 19913- Originality vs.
Tried-and-true. On trial was the
new movie I had just seen,
"Class Action."
Jed and Maggie Ward (Gene
Hackman and Mary Elizabeth
Mastrantonio) are father and
daughter, both top-notch attor
neys. He is a legendary civil lib
erties lawyer who is a devout
supporterofethicsandthecause
of the common man. She is a
staunchly conservative on-the
rise corporate attorney who
covets material success. Given
their different ideals and vari
ous personal conflicts, she and
her father have always been at
odds with each other.
The conflict between them
culminates when a class action
lawsuit is filed against Argo

Oxymoron band members Patric Jones (left) and "Grog"
cranked up the Ratheskellar Feb. 26. The Oxymorons wlll
be performing Sunday at Sudsy Malone's In Cincinnati.

Motors, a pre-eminent car manu
facturer. The suit contends that
Argo had knowingly put hundreds
of potentially deadly vehicles on
the road, resulting in some fiery ac
cidents and hundreds of badly in
jured people. Jed, infuriated at
what he believes is blatant care
lessness at the expense of the
people, steps in to represent the in
jured parties. Upon learning this,
Maggie insists upon defending
Argo. If she wins the case, she will
not only win a partnership with the
legal firm that she works for but the
personal victory that she has al
ways sought over her father. Thus,
a double struggle erupts: father
versus daughter and individual
rights over corporate success.
In the lawsuit being fought
inside my head, the attorney for
Originality tried to argue that these
two struggles have been used over
and over again in movies and had
lost whatever impact they once
had. The defense for the Tried
and-true, while conceding that the
plot had been used before, asserted
that the issues the movie addresses
remain important, no matter how
many times they are discussed, and

therefore still retain some effec
tiveness. This mental court case
really began to rack my brain,
and I , as the honorable judge,
had to put an end to it by making
my final decision on whether
"Class Action" was worth see
ing or not before I wound up with
a headache. My ruling was as
follows:
The attorney for Originality
does have a very good point Be
cause the plot for "Class Action"
is a recycled one, the movie is
rather predictable, which does
somewhat dull its impact. As the
attorney for the Tried-and-true
rightly claims, however, the is
sues the film addresses are still
significant, provoking valuable
thought and discussion. Further
more, the movie is given extra
vitality by Hackman and Mas
trantonio, who both give excel
lent, absolutely mesmerizing
performances. Director Michael
Apted also helps keep the inter
est high with his astute intensive
camera work.
My judgement is for the
Tried-and-true.
Case dismissed.
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Won Ton Ton: There's
no place for "Home"

Tracy L. Phillips
Special to The Guardian
Although "Home" is the debut album for Won
Ton Ton, a Belgium-based group, all the tracks seem
familiar. Bands such as The Indigo Girl , The Go
Go' s and Blondie are the first that come to mind,
perhaps not surprisingly, since Richard Gottehehr
(who produced Blondie and the Go-Go's) also pro
duced this album.
Bea Van der Maat' s vocal are the key tone to
Won Ton Ton' sound. Unfonunately, her voice
doe not complement the in trumental arrange
ments, and vi e ver . On on tra k, "Monkey
River," Van der Ma.at' wanna-be-Belinda-Carli le
gr wling i totally in n i tent with the chip -and
1 beat.
Th ugh th r i a great m na rie of in trumen
and · und (vi tin,
p n , pian , t I drum,
a u ti al guitar) th nd r ul are amaLingly un
pc ta ular, rdcring n ring. W n T n T n will
n v r 1 t a full c n en with ut their own und
range from jazzy to r gg 
ince,
the tr
un pla h to folksy, incon i tency and mimicry are
th only la ting impre ion about WTT's und.
Of course, great lyrics saved much of Dylan's
work from his own voice. Sorry, that's not the ca
here. Don't expect too much from the lyrics, or the
mind behindthelyric. AsVand rMaat ay about
"Monkey River": "Life is like floating on a wild
river. It carries you where it goes and it's best to go
along with the ride and not try to interfere" (which
means: "Say goodbye to social consciousne sand
independent thought.") Brilliant idea Bea. You
don ' t happen to be on the National Endowment for
the Arts Commi sion, do you? Let's hope not.
"Home" i good ba kground mu ic for veral
a tivitie : cleaning the house (du ting, vacuuming,
rubbing toil ), riding in elevator , exerci ing
with Richard Simmon , changing the oil in a car and
detonating a home thermonuclear device, just to
name a few . If your mind d
not have to focus on
what your ear are hearing, then Won Ton Ton will
undju tfine. Otherwi e,waitforth mtogetafew
album under their bel .
THE ROWDY RATING

Bea Van der Maat sings for Belglum-based Won Ton Ton, the band's
new album "Home" has been released by Poly Gram Records.

• • - • •
• •

Claeelo
OK

'! Film & Video
"American Coverlets"
and 'The Trial"
Columbus Museum of Art
April 5
"Repo Man"
WSU Cinema
116 Health Sciences
April 5 & 6

"Alice"
Little Art Theatr
April 5 & 6
7 pm 9 p.m.
"P tcr Pan"
olumbu Mu um of Art
April 6
"Edward Scis orhands"
Little Art Theatre
April 6, 7 & 8
"American Pop"
WSU Cinema
116 Health Sciences
April 7
"Lurk"
Columbus Museum of Art
April 9

"La Terra Trema"
Little Art Theatre
April9
"Green ard"
Little Art Theatre
April l -13
"Poltergeist"
U B Video
Raths ellcr
Apnl 9 & 11

• • • • Excellent
• • • Good
• Don't Bothe,.

The 7th Annual
International Friendship
· Affair

Sunday, April 7, 1991
Noon to 4 pm
Upper Hearth Lounge, University Center

.
Featunng:
• international student's cultural displays
• ethnic dancers and music
• international pastries and beverages
• an international lunch available for purchase

For more information call 873-2712
14th year Birthday Bash
April 5 8:00pm - 1:ooam
UC Cafeteria

MUSIC - LIVE DJ
POP, BEER
SNACKS AVAILABLE

GEDBGEaa
JHOROG
:r:::~rERS
SPECIAL GUEST

ELVIN BISHOP
APRIL 18 • 7:30PM
Tickets available at the
Hara Arena Box Office, Ticketron or
• - - - Charge- By-Phone

1-800-225-7337
For Info Call (513) 278-4776

. .HARA ARENA
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Danger, danger! warning, warning!
Dr. Asimov's
robots are
collected in
his new book
Ton Sax

Staff
In 1939 Dr. I
A imov, at
age 19, wrote hi first tory about a
machine with a po itronic brain
(which represented the yet to be
created computer). After that story
proved to be a success, he pro
ceeded to write more stories about
robots in which he has invented a
few words that have since been
added to the Oxford English dic
tionary ("robotic," "positronic,"

"psychohistory"), an honor to
which few can make claim.
His latest book, "Robot Vi
sions," is a collection of 36 of his
best stories and essays about robot
ics.
"Robbie," the firs t robot story
Asimov wrote, concern a linle
girl, he r nur e maid robot, a
mother ' s fear, love and sacrifice
that in the end leave the question
"Can artifi iaJ intelligence experi
ence emotion?" open for di cu 
ion.
"Reason" is about two men on
a space talion who assemble the
most sophi ticated robot ever cre
ated. The creation is so successful
that the robot begins to question its
own origin. When told, it can't
believe that slow thinking, ineffi
cient, weak and soft units could
create it. The robot therefore deter
mines its creator must be the power

source of the space station and sets
itself up as the messenger of "the
Creator" to the other robots. This
story takes a subtle and scathing
view of those that blindly follow
religion and the accompanying
dogma.
"Liar" is about a robot that,
through an accident in creation,
can read mind . Therobot' ability
cause chaos among its creators
who uccumb to the allure of uch
a powerful tool.
These three torie , as well a
the r t of the collection, have very
different subjects and themes,
which is a credit to the imagination
of a man who has written several
hundred books of fiction and non
fiction since the '40s.
All the stories are entertaining
and swift reading with well de
fined characters that are subject to
the strengths and weaknesses we

R ESERVE OFFICERS ' TR AI NING

CORPS

all have. This makes it very ea y to orders would conflict with the First
see through their eyes a world in
which artificial intelligence exists.
A theme throughout his fiction
is the "common person's" fear and
misunderstanding of robotics and
computers that we see today ex 
pressed as fear of losing a job to a
computer. Dr. A imov addresses
thi theme in hi e ay .
In the first essay of thi collec
tion we are introduced to the Three
Laws of Robotic which are de
igned to prevent "the destructive
creation" concept still popular in
second rate book and movie .
These Three Law are:
Law One-a robot may
not injure a human being, or,
through inaction, allow a human
being to come to harm
Law Two--a robot must
obey the orders given to it by
human beings except where such

Law
Law Three-a robot
must protect its existence as long
as such protection does not conflict
with the First or Second Law.
Other essays include topics
uch as robots as tea hers (Dr.
Asimov admit human interaction
and socialization mu tn ' t be elimi
nated), what will happen to work
ers who refu
to adju t to the
robotic age, robots as our friend
(with artificial intelligence, why
not?), robotic and how they will
affect the live of the next genera
tion of children, as well as many
others.
Dr. Asimov's essays are a bit
too optimistic in some cases but
still well-thought-out, short and to
the-point. They inspire thought
without bogging down the imagi
nation.

Tut .,., 'I's Inn

Bring a friend

Buy 1 Luncheon at Regular Price
Get
Second One at Half Price
Party Rooms available for 20-90.
426-4266
GOOD THAU APRIL 30, 1991

2 E. Main
Sprlngfleld, Oh 45502
325-0111

IF YOU ARE A GRADUATING BUSINESS OR
LIBERAL ARTS MAJOR, CONSIDER YOUR
FUTURE BY TRYING THE
ARBY'S DIFFERENCE!

START YOUR CLIMB
TO CAREER SUCCESS -TRIS SUMMER.
Apply now for six weeks of Anny ROTC
leade rship training. With p ay, without
obligation.
You'll deve lop the discipline,
confidence, and decisiveness it takes to
succeed in any career. And you'll qualify
to earn Army officer credentials while
you're completing your college studies.

OP
L
' On Of

I

ARMY ROTC
TWO-YEAR PROGRAM
TBESMABTESTCOLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.
F'111d out more: Contad CPf. Enslisb.
337 Allyn Hall • 873--2763

Come visit our
Spectacular state
of the art Dance
Floor and Light
Exhibit! Open
Thursday, Friday
and ~aturday
nights.

For many, when the decision about choosing an entry level
profession Is considered, management In the fast service
business Is not always a primary choice. HOWEVER, consider
that:
• advancement potential Is excellent
• you have a future opportunity for personal and
professional development
• you could work for one of Dayton's largest
employers
• you could direct your own staff and manage your
own business
·you can stay In the Dayton area with an established
company
• you could have salary and benefits equivalent to
other entry level positions your considering.

Or you could miss these opportunities!
Consider the difference • the Arby's difference.
Send Resume
In Confidence

to:

Arby'a Roast Beef Restaurants

Personnel Dept.
1353 Stanley Ave.
Dayton, Ohio 45404
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Baseball
continued ft-om page 8

ence under their belt
''They're playing like experi
enced player ," Nischwitz aid of
hi 11-5 team. "That's because
they got some important starting
time last season. It ju tall kind of
fell together. They play very well
defen ively. They play like veter
an ."
Wright State' doublcplay
c mbination h been ph more
ond
man J n Sb
o and
junior hort t p Pat Garrigan.
brocco (Willoughby Hill )
played in right field mo t of l t
n, but i a natural
ond
baseman. Garrigan i a tran fer
from Miami, Ohio. Brian Buck, a
sophomore out of Northfield,
shared right field last season with
Sbrocco and has had that position
on a full-time basis thus far this
season.
Junior Dan Bassler (Twin Valley South) and sophomore Klint

Rose (Kettering Fairmont) have
had the green light for the time at
third and first respectively. Also
receiving lots of playing time in the
infield are freshman Aaron Hamp
ton (Fostoria) and sophomore Jeff
Ashton (Mentor).
The Raiders have a deep team
and any player could step into a
starting role at any time and give
the team what it needs to win.
Wright State played very well
in the good weather it experienced
in Florida.
"We had a chance to win each
of the three gam we Jo tin Flor
ida," Ni hwitz. "Right n w we' re
n t the same team that w w in
Fl rida. We'r n t used to the cold
wcathcrbecau th r ' n way we
h uld have 1 t th thr gam
we lo t over the wee end."
Sbrocco lead th team in hiuing
right now with a .471 average in 34
at bats. Fruhwirth has a .435 aver
age in 46 at bats and Garrigan is
batting .426 in 54 at bats.
John Smith leads the starters in
earned run average and innings
pitched with a 2.42 E.R.A. in 26
innings.

Injuries
contJnued fN>m page 9

hampered by mono. Rapp, 3-3 last
year, won two letters and is going
for her third. The fifth spot is Mea
Cashin, a freshman from
Strong ville, near Cleveland.
Ca hin should provide some
power to the lineup, a lefty land
ing at ix foot She wa a tate
qualifier as a senior in double
a tion and erved a her high
h l team captain.
J nni~ r K ilhley, a walk- n
t year, r turn to fill the ixth
pot The ph m re from Beaver
creek didn't play high school ten
nis but has the talent needed to
perform at the collegiate level.
The seventh and final spot is
occupied by transfer student Karen
Anderson. A junior from Xenia,
Anderson played second and third
singles at Anderson College in

Indiana.
The doubles action will see
Booth and Cashen at the nwnber
one spot.
"They should give us a real
strong doubles team," Painter said.
"They can control matches since
they are tall and strong."
Price and Starrett will be in the
second spot, a they "played well
in the fall. They had a tremendou
match versus Marshall in three
sets."
The third and final pot is filled
by Rapp and Keithley, and Ander
n will al see me doubles
a lion a th sea n progre
If th
etback are getting
Painter d wn, h can u the ( t
that th t m i getting b k on
campu to cheer him up. In the p t
the Raider have had to play on
local courts off campus, but this
year is different.
"I think we need to get tennis
back on campus," Painter said,
"we are supposed to get nine courts
at the Nutter Center, but I don't
know at what point they will be

ready to play. That should help the
tennisprogram. Wehavethoseand
theWestLotcourts,andmaybewe
could hold a tournament"
But fornow, Painter is holding
his breath while his team gets
healthy.
"We went through the fall and it
seemed like everyone was in
jured," said Painter. "It is just one
of those years, I guess. It's unfortu
nate for the kids not to have the
chance to play."
With all the problems now, can
Wright State improve in the NSC?
Painter think so.
"If we are healthy and if we
have everyone back," said Painter.
"We an do bell r than ixth . If we
lo e th
two girl to mono, we
will be hard pre sed to do better.
The mono i a maj r factor. We
can't take two girl out of the
lineup and still be strong. It has
been eight or nine years since I've
had a team hit with illness and
injuries like this. It happens every
once in a while."
And even then it is too soon.

r

Softball
continued from page 8

run average, innings pitched,
games and best record. Carter had
an impressive ERA of 1.05 while
pitching in 113.7 innings. She
appeared in 22 games and com
piled a marlc of 8-11.
Carter i truggling this season
with an 0-3 record. She has suf
fered control problems by walking
20 batters in 21 innings of work.
Carter's ERA is at 6.67.
The Raiders lost their other two
top pitchers in Amy Albery and
Colleen Plageman to graduation.
They both finished second and
third to Carter in ERA, innings
pitched, games and record. The
pitching rotation may struggle
with the lack of leadership, but
coach Hawker hopes Angie Knapp
(5-7 sophomore from Maysville)
and Brandee Mikulich (5-6 fresh
man from Urbana) can step in and
provide help in the pitching rota
tion - and so far they have.
Knapp has started six games,
compiling a 2-4 record. She holds
the team• s lowest earned run aver
age with a 2.45. Mikulich holds a
1-3 record, while giving up 4.42

runs per game.
"We will stay with what we
have," Hawker said. "You can take
a girl and pitch her in back-to-back
games. It'snotabigthing, they can
pitch day after day after day. If they
have a good technique and motion,
they can pitch often."
The outfield will consist of
juniors Paula Gibbs (Butler) and
Dawn Bennett (Springfield
South), with juni r Cathy Smith
(We t Carrollton) and sophomore
Jody Harris (Princeton) helping in
the outfield, as well as the infield.
Freshmen recruits Marie Ta
gliaferri (Valley View) and Amy
Houghtling (Butler) will also
spend time catching. Rotating
from the infield and outfield will
be Mary Bawneyer (Hoover) and
Amy Smith (Northland). Smith is
leading the Raiders with a .308
average among starters. Smith is
also the hits leader, getting 12 hits
in 49 plate appearances.
"She really didn't surprise me,"
said Hawker. "I knew she was a top
notch athlete. She is going to be a
tough ballplayer, and will be our
starting shortstop next year."
The Raiders will travel to
Northern Kentucky on April 4, and
will host Valparaiso on April 5 and
Illinois-Chicago on Saturday.
Both games will be doubleheaders.
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Classified Advertising_
I•

AUTO/CAR

I

IS IT TRUE - Jeeps for $44 through the
U.S. government ? Call for the facts!
504-649-5745 Ext. S-5974
CHEAPI FBl/U .S. SEIZED - 84 VW
$50, 87 Mercedes $200, 85 Mercedes
$100, 65 Mustang $50. Choose from
thousands starting $25. FREE 24 Hour
Recording Reveals Details 801 -379
2929 Ext OH185JC .

I·

\°

EMPLOYMENT!

$40,000/yrl READ BOOKS and TV
Scripts . Fill out simple "like/don't like·
form . EASY! Fun, relaxing at home ,
beach, vacations . Guaranteed
paycheck. FREE 24 Hour Recording .
801 -379-2925 Ext. OH 185EB
EXCITING JOBS IN ALASKA - Hiring
Men Women Summer, Year round .
Fishing , canneries, logging , mining,
construction , oil companies . Skilled/
Unskilled. Trasportation $600 plus
weekly. CALL NOW! 1-206-736-7000,
ExtBn5.
AIR & WATER QUALITY INDOORS·
SECURE GROWTH INDUSTRY
Outstanding industrial , commercial,
residential , and agricultural indoor air
and water purifiers . Unlimited income
potential. Full or part-time. 1-216-928-

0880.
CRUISE SHIP JOBS- HIRING Men/
Women. Summer/ Year Round.
PHOTOGRAPHERS, TOUR GUIDES.
RECREATIONAL PERSONELL.
Excellent Pay plus FREE travel.
Caribbean . Hawaii , Bahamas. South
Pacific, Mexico. CALL NOW! Call
refundable. 1-206-736-7000, Ext.
600N1 .
LIFEGUARDS : Summer job. Private
Pool i~ Butler Tawnship-Vanc:lal'a area.
Must be certified lifeguard training, first
aid, B.L.S . Call 890-0867 evenings or
write FVCC 3151 Auumn Ridge Ct.
Dayton , Oh 45414.

DANCERS AND HOSTESSES- 18 and
older. No experience, day and night
shift Paid daily or weekly, hourly or
commission. 4766 Airway 258-1423.
LOOKING for a Male to ASSIST in
swimming on Saturday or Sunday. Pay
will be $15 each time. Call Matt at 429
2820

I ~ ~. ~.e EVENTS I
Ahhh ... what's around that comer? Nol
Don't go in there! Do these sentences
sound familiar? They will during Horror
Weeki It's in the Rat. POLTERGEIST on
Tuesday at 11am, Thursday at 2pm .
SERPENT AND THE RAINBOW on
Wednesday at Spm . Both will show
Friday starting at 6pm . It's tree and
sponsored by UCB.
CINCINNATI REDS ROADTRIP, Friday,
April 12. Tickets on sale in the University
Center Box Office for $5/ticket (limit 2
with WSU student ID) Blue Box Seats to
see the World Champion Reds face the
Atlanta Braves . Free transportation
leaves the Rike Parking Lot at 5pm .
CELEBRATE EARTH WEEKI Enjoy a
nature walk at Clifton Gorge. Free
Transportation leaves the Quad at 2pm
on Thursday, April 18. Or. Jim Runkle
will lead a 45 minute nature walk, rain
or shine! Afterwards enjoy a quick stop
at the all natural Young 's Dairy . What
better way to celebrate Earth Week?
Transportation returns to WSU ar 4 :30
pm. Look for signs on the Quad.
FRIENDS OF THE EARTH from the
CINCINNATI! ZOO will be in the Allyn
Hall Lounge at noon on Wednedsay,
April 17. Come to see our funy little
friends and our not so furry little
friends . Sponsored by the University
Center Board.
WRIGHT STATE MEDIA OPEN
HOUSE- Wednesday Apfit 1 from
1Oam-4pm . Come to The University
Center and stop by the offices of The
Guardian. Nexus, and WWSU!

o.

IS HOME/RENT I
AMY APARTMENTS, VILLAGE OF
RIVERSIDE- Adjacent to Area B
WPAFB, 1 Bdrm, Dix, WW carpet, air,
600 sq.ft.; ample, lighted parking, quiet,
secure area, $270 & up. 253-4500,
2n- 1697.
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ART AND DRAFTING SUPPLY CO.

All Students Receive ...

20% DISCOUNT*
On All Cash Or Check Purchases

*

15 "

ON MASTERCARD OR VISA

Rahn Rd .

l0GENERALI

LAMPLIGHTER
SQUARE

FOR SALE- Kodak instamatic Tele
Extralite 600 camera. Excellent
condition $10. Call Karen at x2987.

*

CO MM ERCIAL
INC

FAST FUNDRAISING PROGRAM·

$1000 In juat one week. Earn up to
$1000 for your campus organization .
Plus a chance at $5000 morel This
program works. No investment needed.
Call 1-800-932-0528 Ext 50.
LOST- The month of December, a
FILE FOLDER containing poems and
prose. Much sentimental value. CASH
reward . Please call 845-0569.

ART

COMMERCIAL INC.
DRAFTING
PPLY CO.

&

55-1

~AR

lllU$

OA,TO' . OHIO

VOTE FOR Karam Lindeman Ed. Rep
for S.G .

!•SERVICES
TYPING SERVICE-Resumes, term
papers, misc. typing . Reasonable
rates . Call Chrys Gayheart, 426-4182
anytime .
ABC SERVICES 878-8889. The best in
desktop publishing! Theses. essays,
resumes, discertations, flyers, forms,
newsletters, business cards,
letterhead, tree-hand graphics ,
calligraphy, certificates and much
more. The sky is the limit! Laser
printing (300, 1270,2540 dpi} avaliable .
Mon-Fri . 10-5pm. Call for free
brochures or appointment.

"-n .
~~l 'l

439-0784

~ \\¥i\PllR1 !HJfll~

~~

Yaar Dadhead Quarters
Smoking Supplies
60's and Guatamalen Clothing
Tye Dyes • Jewelry

767-9499
Monday - Saturday 11-10
Sunday 1-7

124 Dayton Street
Yellow Springs~ Ohio 45387

wsuMEDlA

OPEN
HOUSE
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NEXUSQ)

Wednesday April 10th from lOam - 4pm
in 044 and 046 University Center
Refreshments will be available
The Guardian, WWSU, and Nexus invites
our readers and listeners to come over and
check us out. Bring your ideas and
•
•th you.
suggestions
Wl
STUDENT MEDIA
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Go

rs

conUn ed from page 9

success in their respective positions.
JuniorTonyElieff(Middletown)
and oophomore Tra~ Dalton (Dela
ware) along with freshman Mark
Farrow, the second half of the Cana
dianadditioo from W atenk>wn, make
up the rest of the starting five.
Also expecting to contnbu to
the team are freshmen Sam Arnold
(Milford), Randy Cherubini (Spring
field). Chris Cadwallader (Ceiuer
vill ), Chri Myers (South Char
i
) and Mau Wright (Ce.n r
vtll ) . All are
k from the fall

Thursday, April 4, 1991
baserl on head-tcrhead compettll n,"
said Jefferson. 'These 45 teams are
comprised of the district four states.
Last year we were nwnber six."
Jefferson feels that all IO tourna
ments are must wins since the com
petition is really tough.
''Three ~s that have been real
solid are Kent State, Ohio State and
Wisconsin," Jefferson said.
The golf coaches recruit all over
for new players.
"We ~tall over Ohio, Indiana
and Kentucky" Jeffcr n said. "We
have new players from Illino. and
Ontario, but we've had the m t
from Ohio and Canada."
Jefferson' c
t thi

Tennis
cooUnued from page 9

school), sophomore Brian Beverly
and freshman Mike Lewis all of
which should receive important
playing time.
More players hould be joining
the team this quarter.
"In the spring, two more will
probably come out, 'Tenn· Coach
Wyau Bumgardner said. "Junior
Brennen A re and fre hman
Br ky Catalan. Th y would fill in
th middl f th lin -up and mak
u v n tr ng r. Th m in bul of
my r ruiting i n t g ing c me
in until xt year."
Wright State ha alr ady
played 12 match and it arri a

Lotus

CHIN E S E RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

Szec haun -

anlonese - Hunan

SUNDAY SPECIAL BUFFET $7.95
Kids under 10 $3.95
11:30 - 3:00

3-9 record. The season started out
dismal, but right now the Raiders
are on a two-game winning streak.
The Raiders 5-4 victory over the
Dayton Flyers was one of the best
matches they've played all season.
The Raiders had two-three
hour a day practices in their two
day stay in Florida then stayed in
Georgia for four days.
"We went there mainly to get
used to th weather," Bumgardner
said. "It was absolutely nee ary.
They need to have a week of lid
weather before getting into the
n. Th chan
of
bulk of the
having nic weather here in Ohio i
r du ed."
ven though th t am h
tart d out n th wr ng f
Bumgardn r feel hi t am
going to have a trong sea n .

"If everything gets played, we
may be looking at a a good sea
son," he said. "Our strongest com
petition is right at the beginning.
The season depends on who's eli
gible and who stays injury-free,
but I'm optimistic about the pro
gram. We' 11 have real good talent "
Wright Stale' s men's program
joined a conference that will affect
the tenni program.
"I think that it's great, "
Bumgardner said. "By 1993 sev
enty-five percent of our opponen
have to be Divi ion I plus onfer
ence players. The conf rence i
on of three
t thing that' hap
pen d to tenni ince I'v
n
her . The admini tration' dcv 
Li n t bring tenni up to a Divi i n
I c mpctition level and the Nuu r
Center are the other two."

.~\~~~~~~:~ ~ :'.~'.'.~ ; 180 MINUTES F0 R $25
5
·. .
10 SESSIONS FOR $30
1 MONTH FOR $49.95
EXP IRES MAR CH 31

Includes soup, appetizer,
salad bar, entree and desert

Just 5 minutes from
Wright State and WPAFB

NEW ESTA BLISHMENT (513) 29 -9979

Ca/1879-7303
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For more information contact
University Computing Services
130 Library Annex or call 873-4001
Look for Apple at the Technology Expo
April 16 &17 in the TV Center
StudiosA&B
The p -er to be your b

t~
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